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For Immediate Release 
 
Digital Watchdog® Fits DW Spectrum® IPVMS into High-
Performance Blackjack® MX™ Mini Desktop Server 
The server is a perfect blend of power, usability, and ROI for small businesses.  
 

 
DW® Blackjack MX™ Mini Server. 

 

 
Cerritos, CA (June 6, 2024) – Digital Watchdog® (DW), the industry leader in digital recorders, 

surveillance cameras, perimeter protection devices, system peripherals and related 

management software, is excited to announce the launch of the new Blackjack® MX™ 

Mini Desktop Server. This compact server is an easy-to-deploy solution designed to help small 

businesses maximize their investment in physical security while enjoying the benefits of the 

market's leading VMS.  

 

The Blackjack MX Mini server is NDAA/TAA-compliant and provides a reliable, economical 

solution for monitoring and recording multiple IP cameras of any resolution at up to 

120Mbps throughput. These servers are ideal for single-location applications, but can also 

be integrated into a larger corporate remote management solution as part of the DW 

Spectrum® IPVMS platform. The servers come equipped with 2TB of recording storage, are 

preloaded with DW Spectrum IPVMS, can be managed from anywhere via DW Cloud, 

and include a 5-year limited warranty. 

 

"Sometimes, end users are looking for big iron to power their surveillance solutions. And 

sometimes, a smaller footprint is desired. DW provides dynamic solutions for any application, 

http://www.digital-watchdog.com/
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all powered by easy-to-use DW Spectrum IPVMS," said Mark Espenschied, Director of 

Marketing, DW. "This new mini Blackjack was built in response to customer demand and 

delivers a surprisingly large suite of features in a very small package." 

 
Product Features:  

• Supports all ONVIF conformant IP cameras 

• 2TB internal storage 

• Record and manage single- and multi-sensor IP cameras of any resolution up to 

120Mbps throughput. 

NOTE: Stitched images require a significant amount of system resources and can 

impact performance. 

• Local monitoring ports for local setup and configuration. 

• Dual network ports 

• Windows 10® OS 

• OS on separate SSD reduces the risk of data corruption. 

• Hosting DW Spectrum® for setup, configuration, and recording. 

• One-time recording license charge, fully transferable between cameras and 

encoders. 

• No annual maintenance fees. 

• Simple enterprise scalability and auto device discovery. 

• Dual stream recording for optimal bandwidth usage. 

• VESA mount is included to mount the server inconspicuously behind a monitor. 

• A USB mouse and keyboard are included for local setup and control. 

• Designed, assembled and tested in the U.S.A. 

• NDAA/TAA-compliant for federal and government projects. 

• 5 Years limited warranty 
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To learn more about the Blackjack solutions, click here. For more information about DW's 

industry-leading video surveillance products, visit us at www.digital-watchdog.com.  

 
ABOUT DIGITAL WATCHDOG 
Founded in 1987, DW® is a leading manufacturer of NDAA/TAA-compliant complete 
surveillance solutions, offering stunning image quality, advanced hardware capabilities, 
superior video management, reliable customer support and the lowest total cost of 
deployment for IP megapixel, Universal HD over Coax® megapixel and legacy analog 
applications. DW's catalog includes an NDAA-compliant elevated skin temperature 
system, illuminators and motion detectors. With offices in Cerritos, California and Tampa, 
Florida, and manufacturing facilities in Seoul, Korea, DW is committed to delivering 
powerful security solutions to its customers worldwide. 
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